Beach Survey - Fall 2020

Q1 How often do you typically use the beach (in a non-COVID summer)?
Answered: 132

Skipped: 1

Rarely/never

Sometimes, but
not every week

I'm there at
least once a...
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ANSWER CHOICES
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Rarely/never

16.67%

22

Sometimes, but not every week

37.12%

49

I'm there at least once a week

46.21%

61

TOTAL

132
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Q2 Do you bring children under the age of 12 with you to the beach?
Answered: 132

Skipped: 1
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Yes

49.24%

65

No (or rarely)

50.76%

67

TOTAL

132
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Q3 How important is it that our staff clean the beach? (i.e. remove waterfowl droppings from rafts
& grass/sand, hose down chairs & picnic tables, clear sticks & debris, etc.)
Answered: 122

Skipped: 11

Very important
- I prefer t...

Somewhat
important -...

Not at all
important to me
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Very important - I prefer the beach clean & orderly (poop is gross!)

86.89%

106

Somewhat important - it's nice to have it clean, but I enjoy the beach regardless

8.20%

10

Not at all important to me

4.92%

6

TOTAL

122
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Q4 How important is it to have someone enforce basic safety rules at the beach?(i.e. no rough
horseplay, no vandalism, kids must be with an adult, no smoking, etc.)
Answered: 122

Skipped: 11

Very important
- I think ou...

Somewhat
important -...

Not important
- I think...
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Very important - I think our staff should keep an eye out for safety

37.70%

46

Somewhat important - it's nice to have someone keeping an eye on things, but I don't think it's necessary all the time

47.54%

58

Not important - I think people can self-manage when at the beach

14.75%

18

TOTAL

122
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Q5 How important is it to have lifeguards at the beach?(i.e. certified lifeguards to watch the water
at all times and save someone in the event of an emergency?)
Answered: 122

Skipped: 11
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important - ...

Nice to have it's nice...

Not important
- I think it...
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Extremely important - I worry about my family's safety without them.

15.57%

19

Nice to have - it's nice knowing they're there, but not crucial for my family.

44.26%

54

Not important - I think it makes sense to eliminate lifeguards

40.16%

49

TOTAL

122
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Q6 This summer, did you like having someone at the gate to check you in?
Answered: 118

Skipped: 15

Yes - I liked
that level o...

No - I prefer
a more infor...
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Yes - I liked that level of security for our private beach

78.81%

93

No - I prefer a more informal check-in process like in previous years

21.19%

25

Total Respondents: 118
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Q7 How often would you use WiFi at the beach?
Answered: 119

Skipped: 14

I would use
the beach Wi...

I might use it
occasionally...

Beach WiFi is
not importan...
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I would use the beach WiFi regularly.

10.92%

13

I might use it occasionally, but not a big deal to me either way.

26.05%

31

Beach WiFi is not important to me.

63.03%

75

TOTAL

119
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Q8 Any additional comments (on any topic)?
Answered: 54

8 / 11

Skipped: 79
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#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Lifeguards: Through the years, there have only been a handful that were A+ guards. They get distracted, cluster together,
look at their phones, oftentimes take extra long breaks, etc. We would need the Red Cross to come out to make sure they
know how to save and use the equipment. Wifi: Many people now have unlimited wifi service on their devices. Gate guards
and maintenance: We pay for a private beach. It should be kept private. Maintenance and cleanliness keeps the beach
safer. The maintenance needs to be agreed upon by the board/committee so everyone understands what is expected,
including and most importantly, the person who has the most communication with the guards!

10/9/2020 11:17 AM

2

No

10/6/2020 10:00 PM

3

i think it would be best to have an electric key entry system insted of a gate guard. the initial cost might be expensive but
would save money longterm. For daily maintance (poop and garbage) i belive a hired staff should visit once a day. Thank
you for all you do for our beach!

10/6/2020 9:42 PM

4

no

10/6/2020 6:14 PM

5

Kayak/Canoe racks: The annual dues should cover the infrequent maintenance not warranting paying to put boats there.
Alcohol: Adults should be able to have a beer or wine when at the beach. After all, we are adults.

10/6/2020 3:51 PM

6

No

10/6/2020 3:50 PM

7

You have to do more activities to the kids. Boat previliages has to rotate between houses and not stay Fixed for 50 houses
. Other subdivision practice this rule.

10/6/2020 6:39 AM

8

If we decide to not have life guards and eliminate the WiFi, will there be discussions to lower the annual beach dues?

10/6/2020 5:41 AM

9

No thank you

10/5/2020 5:39 PM

10

There were several persons, young and old who played music extremely loud. I go to the beach for relaxation and
peacefulness. The music must be turned down

10/5/2020 2:34 PM

11

Our beach has lost several feet of property due to erosion (which can never be backfilled) and it continues to erode where
there is no break wall. It is irresponsible of us not to protect our valued beach property. This should be a number one priority
when funds are available.

10/5/2020 1:32 PM

12

does beach WiFi have a code that I have to know????

10/5/2020 12:55 PM

13

None

10/5/2020 11:53 AM

14

We support eliminating the teenage lifeguards - they were often distracted with their phones or friends to provide real value.
Keeping the beach private and clean is a more valuable use of dues.

10/5/2020 10:52 AM

15

No

10/5/2020 10:39 AM

16

I didn't even know the beach had wifi! ha.

10/5/2020 10:06 AM

17

A clean beach, well maintained area is most important.

10/5/2020 9:49 AM

18

I want to get a canoe. Is there an ample supply of spots to keep it at the beach?

10/5/2020 9:41 AM

19

The guards in 2020 were not teenagers. 2 were 18. The other 6 were 19-23.

10/5/2020 9:30 AM
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20

Lifeguards should be more responsible and applying rules on everyone.

10/5/2020 9:27 AM

21

We have a beautiful facility that deserves to be maintained exquisitely. In the past, our beach was like a family gathering
place and lifeguards were an important part. Even though it is each adult's responsibility to watch their own children, the
lifeguards were a tremendous asset in maintaining a family atmosphere. Lifeguards have in the past made "rescues",
helped out with first aid, taught swim lessons, and helped with parties. I feel the lifeguards are worth every penny and add
great value to every visit to the beach.

10/5/2020 7:59 AM

22

None

10/5/2020 7:46 AM

23

Is there any way to make the Picnic area less muddy?

10/5/2020 7:45 AM

24

Not at this time

10/5/2020 7:44 AM

25

Important to have a gate guard to control who comes into the beach! This is a must!

10/5/2020 7:00 AM

26

Not at this time.

10/5/2020 6:37 AM

27

I prefer a clean and private beach with someone enforcing rules but lifeguard not necessary.

10/5/2020 6:24 AM

28

No

10/5/2020 5:40 AM

29

WiFi would be good but it’s never once worked for me.

10/5/2020 2:33 AM

30

Grateful for all the hard work the beach association does. I support anything that simplifies the situation while maintains
safe function and enjoyment to all the residents paying for the privilege.

10/5/2020 1:20 AM

31

I don't think WiFi is worth the cost.

10/5/2020 12:25 AM

32

Can we install a fence on the right edge of the beach along the flat boulders? People from the condos sneak in to use our
beach. Also, can we rotate the kayaks? My two have been on a higher shelf and I cannot hoist them back up after kayaking
if I’m there solo. Would love a chance at the lowest rack.

10/4/2020 11:36 PM

33

Don't need wifi or lifeguards.

10/4/2020 11:19 PM

34

I think if we just had a key or keypad on the gate, it would work just as good without any labor. Maybe just have some
general maintenve and cleanup of a weekly basis. It doesn’t seem like we need all these employees

10/4/2020 10:23 PM

35

Bert Green here; we need to have a ‘boating’ subcommittee. I’ll volunteer to run it. We need to pave the boat ramp the
whole way. The dock will need to be ‘fixed’ and stabilized going into next season. We need to clarify and delineate boaters
rights, rules, parking, access, and more, including dock usage and access. We also need to repair and expand
kayak/canoe/paddle racks and clarify things with them (I don’t volunteer for that). Not having lifeguards is perfect but keep
the gate guard and cleaning. Thanks to everyone for a weird but overall great 2020!

10/4/2020 10:19 PM

36

Na

10/4/2020 9:42 PM

37

If possible, it would be nice to hire just a couple o guards to work a number of limited specific hours (perhaps just on the
weekend or evening), or have them available for special events, (such as parties). I'd rather have individuals who provide
check-in, and are there for cleaning and maintenance and general rule enforcement. I did enjoy having lifeguards when my
kids were growing up, but it was also different back then (less legal issues and the guards actually worked - watched over
the water while still doing maintenance, check-in and interacting with the kids). Over the years, especially recently, I've

10/4/2020 9:41 PM
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noticed many of the guards lacked the willingness and/or capacity to perform all their duties, and seemed more interested in
just talking with each other.
38

We LOVE the beach being part of our neighborhood amenities. It is so refreshing to be able to be around the water on a hot
summer day. Plus, it sets our properties apart from other neighborhoods and keeps property values up.

10/4/2020 9:39 PM

39

Need a defined space for vehicles/boat trailers. Kayaks etc must be on racks.

10/4/2020 9:32 PM

40

None

10/4/2020 9:17 PM

41

Would like to have a Webcam at the beach also. It would be nice to have a live view when I cannot physicallly be there.
Also, the presence of a camera or two would encourage people to behave.

10/4/2020 9:17 PM

42

No

10/4/2020 9:16 PM

43

I do support keeping the beach clean, some supervision, & security as long as it is done in a cooperative, friendly tone.

10/4/2020 9:03 PM

44

Eliminate WiFi, everyone can use their phone network at the beach - everyone has a data plan today, most have unlimited.

10/4/2020 8:57 PM

45

We loved the swimming lessons summer 2019. If it is safe in upcoming years, we would be very excited to do that again.

10/4/2020 8:55 PM

46

Would be nice to hire the teens maybe for half days for check in during peak hours and for beach clean up. I always watch
my kid so don’t feel the lifeguard is necessary. Thank you!!

10/4/2020 8:51 PM

47

No. Great job.

10/4/2020 8:50 PM

48

Use the payroll savings to build real bathrooms. Do not lower the dues, improve the functionality if the beach. Real
bathrooms are not that expensive and would help everyone.

10/4/2020 8:50 PM

49

You are all doing a great job!

10/4/2020 8:46 PM

50

If lifeguards and WiFi are discontinued, will that result in a decrease in dues? Or will we be able to get new kayak racks or
additional sand/beach amenities? Also, will you be able to provide a recommendation for lifeguards for hire if we are
interested in that to host a party at the beach?

10/4/2020 8:43 PM

51

We need to focus on capital improvements to the beach including a 3 season building and possible allowing pets on kayak
side if beach since so many homeowners have pets. Getting rid of ilifeguards will make these investments possible and
continue to improve home values in our sub.

10/4/2020 8:41 PM

52

None

10/4/2020 8:39 PM

53

We love having the lifeguards since we have 3 small children. Also the swim lessons were great. Bring back the lifeguards
and ditch the WiFi!

10/4/2020 8:33 PM

54

Nope

9/30/2020 10:17 PM
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